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Povzetek: Dobro počutje je inovativna nova zamisel, ki naj združi in že združuje trud številnih
občin slovenske Štajerske kot nova priložnost v turizmu. Narava je podlaga projekta, ker zajema
vso resnico. Projekt povezuje zamisli o družbeni odgovornosti in o integralnem zelenem
gospodarstvu, da bi dosegli trajnostno bodočnost. Prispevek prikazuje sistemski koncept projekta
in njegove temeljne sestavine.
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I WELLFEEL SLOVENIA - PILOT TRANS-NATIONAL PROJECT
SYSTEMIC INTERDEPENDENCY OF SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT/FUTURE PLANNING
of Well-feeling and Well-feeling Tourism in the Styria Region Area of the
Municipalities of: Maribor, Slovenska Bistrica, Makole
(Green Touristic Cooperative Štatenberg),
Rogaška Slatina, Poljčane, Majšperk, Cirkulane –
WELLFEELING AND WELLFEELING TOURISTIC DESTINATIONS
An Enterpreneurship Idea Aimed at Establishment of Social–Cooperatives
Enterprises
Abstract: Well-feeling is a novel concept aimed and in process of uniting efforts of several local
communities in Slovenian Styria as a new opportunity in tourism. The nature is its basis of it,
because it contains the entire truth. It links social responsibility and integral green economy
concepts for a sustainable future. The paper presents its systemic concept and its basic
components.
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Figure 1. Process Sheme of Systemic Interdependency of Social Responsible Sustainable development/Future Planning
of WELLFEELING and WELLFELLING TOURISM
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Presentation and explanation of an Argumentation of the social enterprise idea
1. Starting points, motives
PROBLEM: Web pages and promotion catalogues (including the ones of thermal and health spas) usually do
not include a description of the concept and importance of ‘WELLNESS’ – in continuation WELLFEELING
(philosophy - individual values/level) and WELLFEELING TOURISM to define their offer and satisfy the guests’
expectations (Slovenska turistična organizacija, January, 2004) and to encourage their needs to accept the
WELLFEELING PHILOSOPHY as their life vacation style ON their INDIVIDUAL VALUES/LEVEL.
The concept ‘Well-feeling’ denotes a new perception of the ‘bio-psycho-societal’ model of health, defining
health as a ‘state of harmony of the body’s, spirit’s (psycho’s), and societal Well-feeling’. Well-feeling includes
Well-feeling of one’s body, soul, and spirit:
A requisitely holistic life style leading to health and happiness in criteria of every individual;
Active life providing sufficient energy to make us happy, healthy, fulfilled and life serenity;
One’s unity with other persons and nature, pure joy about life and spirits;
A simple ‘healthy spirit in healthy body’ (as our ancestors used to say).
Ensuring the consideration of interdependence of personal values / culture / ethics / norms and feelings, as a
vision of ethical imperative of Sustainable Future or Sustainable sustainability we propose ethic / human
values / culture of awareness of overall humanistic approach (Tavcar 2003a) which include systemic / holistic
/ interdependent / harmonious in our (INDIVIDUAL/VALUES LEVEL) consciousness, the rational and the
emotional ones, not only in sub-consciousness.
The social orientation (quality of life) is typical of Well-feeling – the Well-feeling tourism included.
Dimensions and variety of possibilities and related innovative entrepreneurial chances are visible also in the
overview of the ‘Well-feeling pillars’, including the Well-feeling tourism.

1. Social entrepreneurship related importance of well-feeling – well-feeling of body, soul and spirit
Individuals are the basis of every society; they are also the basic part of the social responsibility concept.
To make the concept efficient, it must be upgraded to be based: (1) on increasing outer welfare, (2) on
prevention of the negative impacts, and strengthening of the positive impacts on the natural and societal
environment, (3) on support to more holism of humans’ subjective starting points and (4) on personal requisite
holism (Šarotar Žižek, Mulej, 2010).
The contemporary world is full of contradictions, including the problem of well-feeling or subjective welfare of
the employees (and un-employed ones, especially the vulnerable and retired ones (J. Tavčar, 2014) as the
essential ones (Šarotar Žižek, Mulej, Treven, 2009).
Well-feeling is typical for its social orientation – quality of life of the local population and guests.
Well-feeling is a decisive factor of ‘survival’ in the increasingly stressful work environment and in the crisis due to
unemployment. It encourages an active life giving us enough energy to perceive chances and entrepreneurial possibilities.
This is a precondition for:
- Generation of a suitable environment for a societal and labor inclusion of persons from vulnerable groups,
who have more troubles searching for a suitable job in the labor market, and other groups in the labor market;
- Generation of new, stable jobs and increasing welfare on the local level;
- Innovation capability of the society to solve societal, economic and environmental problems and a socially
responsible sustainable economy concept that is very capable of resistance against market chocks;
- Strengthening of societal solidarity and cohesion along with a traditionally strong feeling of solidarity among citizens.
Here some other indirect positive effects of well-feeling can be mentioned:
- Socio-economic development of the social environment (e.g. less absence from work, better work
effectiveness and efficiency of employees);
- Diminished medication costs and more healthy and less polluted environment due to more awareness;
- Chances for new and more flexible jobs and professions, and more work productivity
- Development of additional activities and generation of new jobs that are based on informal education

The pillars (subsystems) of WELLFEELING, including the WELLFELLING TOURISM
Chances and entrepreneurial possibilities
Health – welfare for body, spirit and mind (medicine)
-

Preventive medical examinations and programs (for seniors; active breaks; ..)
Rehabilitation and regeneration programs
Sustainable complementary medicine (climatic therapy (forest ..), Kneip, chiro-practice, fasting, ..)
Educative wellness programs (giving up smoking, ..)

Integrative medicine
-

traditional medicine (Chinese medicine, India, Persian, Tibetan physician, acupuncture, herbs, api-medicine..) shamanism
homeopathy, infopathy
manual techniques: vibration, sound, color, linguiste, arom, aestetic…, therapies
healthy cuisine and environment
magnet and resonant therapy
body mind medicine and others methods and techniques
Holistically treated patient/client – Integration and collaboration between – official medicine and nonconventional medicine implemented by healer and
physician, could be healer and physician in one person

Vital cuisine – a key to a new medicine
-

Bio menu – wellness corner with ecological – bio produced food
Bio bar – natural drinks, cocktails
Vegetarian, natural biotic diet food, with education and workshops (healthy food principles)
Visit to bio market, food offered from eco-farms with workshops and wine cellars with education

Healthy food production (organic agriculture, bio dynamic)
-

Organic agriculture
Sustainable farming, permaculture
Biodynamic agriculture (higher/arised garden beds, encouraging biodiversity
Ecofarming
Encouraging and educating about healthy way of diet (lections, gardening, urban gardens, seed exchange, seed banks, cultivation of local sorts,
school gardens…)

Internal and external beauty - aestetic
-

Bio medical nursing of body and face (home-made cosmetics)
Top quality nursing techniques (sets of cosmetic products)
Sliming wellness programs with education
Fashion reviews (dress making, shoe making, hairdressing, cosmetics, jewelry), hairdressing journals
Manicure, pedicure, depilation
Internal beauty, happiness, equilibrium (lectures on happiness, emotional intelligence, esoteric, ..)

Spirit & Soul – aimed at self-consciousness and happiness
-

Concerts (classical music, evergreens, ..), dancing in the hotel cafeteria, dance courses, dance events
Social games, quizzes, workshops, lectures (amateur, collector, hobby activities, ..)
Reading corners, mobile bibliotheca, thematic reading events (books promotion, poetry and prose evenings)
Musical and drawing corners, library of recorded sounds, thematic musical and drawing events, workshops, expositions, ..
Visits to museums, exposition places, historical and cultural objects, lectures (history, arts, ..)
Learning to know –habits, uses, new people (handicraft, folklore, singing, food, myths and legends, ..),
Learning of foreign languages, lectures about trips, exhibitions, food
Tea time at 5 (herbal teas)

Relaxation-favorability, comfort – senses sensibility
-

Massages (traditional, Thai, Indian, reflexive, honey-based, chocolate-based, ..)
Herbal bathes, aromatherapy (etheric oils from plants)
Meditation, stress management, relaxation program (sound therapy, gongs, color therapy, yoga, ..)
Touching joy (“Love story”)
Guided excursions (learning paths, thematic paths), wonderful, un-tackled nature, the landscape park Statenberg, ..)
In concord with nature (watching, listening to birds, to butterflies, ..)

Movement as you like it (sport-motion)
-

Running, jogging, fitness, body-styling, aerobics
Walking in nature, Nordic walking, pilates
Bicycling, horse riding, skiing, cross country skiing
Adrenaline park
Organized exercising (“Good morning sunshine”, ..)

Spa - Thermal and health resort activities can be additionally defined due to the given options in a closer and distant surroundings (health resorts, baths,
lakes, springs, equipment investment – sauna, baths, ..)
Summarized after wellness patterns of Slovene spas, and completed up by josip.tavcar@uni-mb.si , M.Sci., 12 Aug., 2014, 16 Feb., 2015

2. Socio-economic and environmental problems, typical of communes, to be solved by
well-feeling and well-feeling tourism
PROBLEM: The ‘Well-feeling tourism product’ is typically offered by Slovene natural health resorts and high-class hotels.
I suggest well-feeling to be more implemented in the tourist offer on the level of the area of the municipalities
(J. Tavčar, 2014) (in the urban and/or country side destinations).
The extensive set of well-feeling related tourism activities and their compatibility with other types of
tourism offers in most communes shows that the spa program (natural health resorts) is not necessarily
included in the commune’s destination of well-feeling tourism; the nearby spa centers can be, too.
A requisitely holistic, systemic approach to the well-feeling tourism includes a wide spectrum of activities.
Interdependence and implementation of them are preconditions of synergies, i.e. the new added value of a
requisitely holistic tourism offer.
Development of an integral and recognizable tourism product would increase the recognition of the municipality.
A survey of the possibilities and innovative social entrepreneurship chances generated by well-feeling and
well-feeling tourism shows: compatibility with other offered tourism programs in the municipalities and region;
new professional and jobs opportunities; lack of consideration of some areas in the supply

3.

Working of a social enterprise – cooperatives

3.1. Human resources concept
The best option would be acquisition of local human resources with the wellness philosophy as the life style:
- Economist – specialized in tourism (manager) with a deep knowledge of well-feeling;
- Physician or nurse with a deep knowledge of rehabilitation, regeneration and complementary medicine methods;
- Agronomy specialist with a deep knowledge on the ecological – BIO producing of food and medical herbs;
- Catering specialist (catering and tourism) with a deep knowledge of the healthy food principles;
- IT specialist (information sciences) with a deep knowledge of co-working, crowd-funding; and
- R&D specialist (with systemic thinking) with a deep knowledge of socially responsible sustainable development.

3.2. Requisitely holistic: creation, production, marketing/sales of products
Well-feeling suppliers, users and tourists in Maribor can be linked in the cooperatives having the following functions:
- Information provision to the public and potential users about the befits from well-feeling as a life philosophy;
- Identification of the local population with well-feeling as (also) tourism offer and knowledge of it;
- Creativity in designing and diffusion of the well-feeling supply, consultation and professional training;
- Involvement of the local population in designing and accepting the development of wellfeeling and
tourism product ‘well-feeling’ in the commune area;
- Creativity in perception of specifics and advantages offered by the area and suppliers of well-feeling;
- Creativity in implementation of the well-feeling tourism in the existing tourism supply
(interdependence, synthesis, searching and verification of synergies – the new value added);
- Encouragement of cooperation of the wellness and tourism suppliers in the public, private and civil sectors
aimed at making the complexity and requisite holism of the tourism offer;
- Generation, introduction and marketing/sale of relaxation, healing and food products (oils, fragrances,
creams, stones, peat, api products,...);
- Shared marketing, including the option of hiring the experts (cooperation contracts) in town/surroundings
(physicians, sports trainers, food and product experts, ..);
- Encouragement of cooperation in introduction and implementation of - PILOT TRANS-NATIONAL PROJECT
- Encouragement of cooperation with other well-feeling destinations;
- Cooperation with other similar cooperatives in Slovenia and abroad.

1.1. Target groups and target markets
The socially responsible sustainable orientation of well-feeling makes the care for quality of the living
environment of the local population a priority.

The well-feeling tourism can include urban and country side destinations. Every one of them has its specifics
providing for chances to satisfy various target groups of population and guests as well as use the given natural
and cultural specifics of the mentioned areas and region, when one designs competitive programs of services
aimed at well-feeling of the local population and guests: younger generation of the higher-price visitors and
elderly guests (in rehabilitation tourism) who need more the health related medical therapies.
Mostly, well-feeling services are aimed for the local population. Chances for the social – cooperative
entrepreneurship will be searched for in the Styria Region Area of the Municipalities of MAJŠPERK, MAKOLE (castle
Štatenberg), POLJČANE the river Dravinja valley (12 castles connected by Terra Parzival unique story –
Regional/European project), SLOVENSKA BISTRICA, - in the area between the Pohorje mountain and the river
Dravinja valley, and generally STYRIA region like area of the Municipality of ROGAŠKA SLATINA or/and PODRAVJE region
like area of the Municipality of CIRKULANE and area of the Municipality of MARIBOR (STYRIA – PODRAVJE regional center)
and communes around Maribor, Podravje - Styria region and elsewhere.

1.2. Finance and long-term cooperation and further development of the social enterprise –
cooperatives:
In the first phase of the each social entrrprise – cooperative MARIBOR, SLOVENSKA BISTRICA and already established
Green Touristic Cooperative Štatenberg in Municipality MAKOLE – social enterprise’s working money should be
provided to cover the labor cost, e.g. employ via public work 3-5 persons (endangered group – young and elder
unemployed ones) for a 2-year period.
A priority financial target is self-financing of social enterprise - cooperative with an income that would be
generated by supplying the above services to the target groups and markets, based on an appropriate selection of
human resources and involvement of the PILOT TRANS-NATIONAL PROJECT cooperation between local,
regional, national and trans-national institutions and associations.
The cooperative as the form of the social enterprise enables a more holistic systemic networking and an easier
-

-

Encouragement for and work on cooperation with institutions, associations, private sector and civil
citizens on realization of – especially – the shared generated projects both on the local level and with
the near-by communes and elsevere.
Monitoring, generation and running for projects in public announcements concerning the basic areas
of the cooperative’s working, exposing cooperation - coworking.

A long-term planned and persistent work on applications for calls for shared projects will dictate the priorities of realization
and assure possible long-term financing and employment, project-based (during the projects) and permanent (later on).
Education and understanding of the ‘well-feeling philosophy’ is necessary, first of all on the part of program
designers – suppliers, as well as on the part of potential guest and guests.
Encouragement for cooperation and uniting along with a requisitely holistic, systemic approach, enable
more implementation of the well-feeling tourism into the existing tourism offer (interdependence, synthesis,
search for and double-checking of synergies) to make it become more visible and generate new value added.
The newer trends in well-feeling supply in foreign markets tend to link various suppliers in the same location
and region into a shared, diverse and rich wellness supply. Guest use services from several suppliers. This
increases the capacities use and diminishes costs.
Linking and encouraging of cooperation of well-feeling and well-feeling tourism suppliers in the public, private
and civil sectors makes the tourism supply more comprehensive and complex. In the cooperative ‘MARIBOR,
SLOVENSKA BISTRICA, MAKOLE (Green Touristic Cooperative

Štatenberg) –WELLFEELING AND WELLFEELING TOURISTIC

DESTINATIONS’ this offers an important opportunity for several reasons, e.g..:

-

It enables a lot of room for innovative social entrepreneurship ideas and development opportunities; this
requires both an individual and a requisitely holistic systemic approach.
It generates a suitable environment for social and working inclusion of persons from vulnerable groups,
who have hard time finding suitable jobs in the labor market, and other groups.
It initiates opening of new, stable and more flexible jobs and professions…

The novel PILOT TRANS-NATIONAL PROJECT of Systemic Interdependency of Socially Responsible Sustainable Development
Planning of Well-feeling and Well-feeling Tourism will be located in a areas suffering from crisis and unemployment.
At the same time, Area of the Municipalities of: SLOVENSKA BISTRICA, MAKOLE (Green Touristic Cooperative

Štatenberg) ROGAŠKA SLATINA, POLJČANE, MAJŠPERK, CIRKULANE and

MARIBOR as a Styrian reginal center located

can offer several suppliers from the
civil, private, and public sectors and attain hence a complex and comprehensive supply by the

“MARIBOR - ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF POHORJE” and ALPS

»I WELLFEEL SLOVENIA« - PILOT TRANS-NATIONAL PROJECT

social enterprise - cooperative of Wellfeeling and Wellfeeling Tourism in the Styria Region Area of the Municipalities
e.g. CAAP, Tkalka, PIP, Slovenian FORUM of social enterprise., Prizma, Maribor Development Agency, RIC,
TIC – Development information center, Turistic information center, Libraries … in MARIBOR, SLOVENSKA
BISTRICA, ROGAŠKA SLATINA, POLJČANE, MAKOLE, MAJŠPERK, University Library Maribor, well-feeling, wellfeeling tourism, health and sports services, Tourism agency of Maribor, Tourism agency of Styria - Podravje,
Employment offices, Green Touristic Cooperative Štatenberg, Touristic association Štatenberg, Touristic
association Makole, Treasures of Dravinjska valley,…, IRDO Institute for the development of social
responsibility, University Maribor, University Ljubljana, University of Primorska, University Nova Gorica,
Slovenian Academy of Science and Arts, education facilities, businesses of all sizes etc.
Based on suggestions prepared, completed up and suggested by josip.tavcar@uni-mb.si on 5 Sep., 2014, 16 Feb., 2015,
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